INTRODUCTION
High-occupancy/toll (HOT) lanes represent one of many traffic demand management strategies available to address peak period congestion. HOT lanes evolved from highoccupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes which were introduced in the 1970's to encourage ride sharing and reduce vehicle demand. However, the designated HOV lane was often underutilized, resulting in increased congestion on the general-purpose (GP) lanes. In attempts to utilize the remaining capacity of HOV lanes, HOT facilities emerged, which HOT tolling strategies can be fixed throughout the day, pre-scheduled by time of day, or dynamically determined in real time in view of prevailing traffic conditions. Expected travel demand is rarely constant throughout a peak period. Furthermore, travel demand is inherently uncertain, and therefore it is unlikely that the realized demand will be the same as the expected demand profile. Moving from fixed tolls, to pre-scheduled, to dynamic tolls, provides system managers additional flexibility for adaptations of the toll to the actual demand. The importance of this advantage may vary by scenario.
On the other hand, additional management flexibility has a price: it may complicate toll collection; it may require additional infrastructure investment (sensors, signs); it reduces 1 To the best of our knowledge, outside the U.S. there is one HOT facility, in Israel.
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transparency of the toll scheme; it may complicate the driver choice process; in turn, there may be influences on the effectiveness of the management scheme; and it may increase the risk of counter-productive toll changes due to algorithmic issues or measurement errors (equipment related or statistical).
Therefore, a methodology is needed for evaluation of fixed, pre-scheduled and dynamic pricing schemes, in consideration of demand uncertainty. Each option should be robustly designed as much as possible. The purpose of this work is to perform such evaluation in a relatively simplified context, in which insights and key behaviors are more easily identified.
Demand uncertainty may have contributions from several sources. Our focus in this paper is on non-correlated day-to-day demand uncertainties that can be modeled by considering the number of arrivals in each minute as an independent random variable with known distribution and time-of-day dependent mean.
A specific facility configuration is used throughout the paper, as a basis for numerical evaluation, as well as for concrete demonstration of the discussed concepts. The configuration consists of a freeway corridor with parallel managed and GP lanes, with a downstream bottleneck for each lane group (corresponding, for instance, to a lane drop on the GP lanes or a reduction in capacity due to roadway geometry at the merge). We assume that the managed lane is priced in such a way that no queue forms at the diverge point. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the relevant literature, section 3 describes the traffic simulation and lane choice model implemented, section 4 defines the evaluated tolling schemes, section 5 presents the numerical analysis and section 6 concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND
Previous literature offers background on several aspects relevant for this paper, including (1) the prevalence of HOT facilities and their classification; (2) methods used for determining toll values; (3) models used for HOT corridor scenario evaluation, particularly the component in the evaluation model used for the representation of HOT lane choice by toll-paying drivers; and finally (4) the role of both day-to-day and long term demand uncertainty on facility performance. This section discusses past research on each topic in turn.
Multiple region-specific case studies have been conducted to investigate the impact of implementing HOT lanes and other types of managed lanes (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . In addition, current HOT facilities have been evaluated in attempts to identify user preferences and improve future performance (15) (16) (17) (18) .
HOT facilities can be classified by the tolling strategy used as: pre-scheduled by time of day, or determined in real time (19) . In a relatively early study Dahlgren (20) evaluated HOT lanes by assuming "… that as long as there is congestion on the main lanes, the toll can be set so that the HOT lane is fully utilized but not congested." We shall refer to this option as full-utilization tolls. In (21) the authors established that this strategy is optimal for minimizing average passenger time, under the assumption of deterministic demand and an idealized single-bottleneck model. However, in practice, these assumptions may not hold. For example Lou, Yin and Laval (22) claim that "since the moving-bottleneck effect always exists, HOT lanes may never be fully utilized." Nevertheless, the full-utilization strategy may be an appropriate idealized reference point for comparison with other alternatives. HOT lane choice by individual drivers is represented in most of the above mentioned studies by a logit model (22) . The ratio of cost and time parameters in the logit model can be interpreted as a "representative" VOT value. Variation in VOT across the population plays an important role. A simple approach to deal with VOT variations is by discrete user classes.
Alternatively, the choice model can be based on continuous VOT distribution (35) . Realistically, it is difficult to accurately predict the demand profile of any transport system. Previous work has illustrated that excluding long term demand uncertainty from the planning process can result in underestimation of system performance (36) , and lead to suboptimal network design decisions (37) . Long term demand uncertainty plays a role in the success of tolled transportation systems as well (38, 39) . Optimal tolling schemes which account for long term demand uncertainty were proposed by (40) (41) (42) (43) . In this paper we seek robust pricing schemes for a HOT lane facility subject to stochastic demand during a peak travel period. The expected performance and corresponding variability of the facility is evaluated under several pricing schemes for different demand profiles.
MODEL
This section describes the model used for the experiments in this paper. The traffic flow model and lane choice model are similar to that described in Gardner et al. (21) . These are briefly reviewed in the following subsections for the sake of completeness. The main difference from the previous study is the stochastic nature of demand.
Demand uncertainty may have different sources. Long-term uncertainty may be the result of changes in land-use patterns and demography, among other reasons. We assume a context in which the managing agency has the data sources and the capabilities to update the tolling scheme on a monthly or quarterly basis, and therefore long-term uncertainties are not a concern.
Another source for demand variability is the changes in traffic throughout the day, in a more-or-less repeatable daily pattern. In this respect we assume that the recurrent pattern of daily demand profile can be observed, and thus treated as a deterministic contribution.
Some of the fluctuations in traffic can be attributed to events. These include on road accidents and incidents, as well as off roads demand generating gatherings. Downstream onroad events influence mainly the supply of available capacity, but upstream on-road events may influence the observed travel demand at the entrance to the managed lane. The main feature of events is that their influence on travel demand exhibits temporal auto-correlations.
As a result, a generalized representation of events, and the joint distribution of their attributes (start time, duration, and intensity), could be fairly difficult to model. We recognize that the ability of HOT lane systems to deal with events is important. Whether event treatment should be automatic by a real-time controller, or alternatively by intervention of a human-in-the-loop procedure, is not obvious at all. Either way, addressing correlated day-to-day variations is beyond the scope of the present paper.
The last type of demand uncertainty is the non-correlated day-to-day variations. In other words, the causes for differences between today and tomorrow in the count of arriving vehicles at 8:16, which will not affect the counts at 8:17. This type of demand uncertainty is the focus of the present paper. Therefore, our stochastic demand model assumes that the number of vehicles of class v (LOV, HOV, Transit) arriving at the GP/HOT diverge point during time interval t is a normally distributed random variable with mean and standard deviation , respectively.
Based on these demand realizations, a toll policy will be chosen in one of several ways, and performance metrics calculated. Section 3.1 presents the traffic flow and lane choice model used. Section 3.2 then presents four toll models which will be compared using the performance metrics presented in Section 3.3. The stochastic nature of the demand implies that these tolls and performance metrics are themselves random variables, and a Monte Carlo sampling approach will be used for evaluation.
The Deterministic Performance Model
Given a specific demand realization , the remaining evaluation process is In this paper, we assume that the VOT distribution follows a modified Burr distribution, that is, ) where is a shape parameter and is the median value of time for class v. This distribution has been used to model household income (50) . 
for t > 0 with N(0) = 0 for all lane groups. The bottleneck constrains the exiting flow in any time interval to be no greater than l q . Thus
for l{GP, HOT}. To reflect system conditions at times not corresponding to one of the discretization points t, linear interpolation is used:
is not an integer (6) The same formula applies to both upstream and downstream counts of all lane groups. Using this continuous formula, an inverse function can be meaningfully defined:
: min (7) representing the time at which the n-th vehicle passes the point where N is measured (omitting subscripts and superscripts for brevity). Thus, the travel time for a vehicle entering
Toll Algorithms
In this paper, we compare four toll-setting methods. Three represent the main groups of tolling schemes discussed above, and the fourth is an idealized method used as a reference information full-utilization tolls (FU-PI), where the demand realization is known to the operator before tolls are set.
In the group of pre-scheduled tolls there is room for additional improvement, by taking the variance into consideration. Yet we believe that the proposed FU-M toll option is a reasonable representative of the potential of this group. In the group of real-time tolls, there are many possible options, some of which were mentioned in section 2. Often, a calibration process is needed per scenario, and it is not always clear how to automate the calibration.
Since we evaluate many scenarios, we preferred a representative that can be easily calibrated automatically, as described in section 5.1. The choice of density as a key parameter for realtime operation is in-line with the typical approaches described in the literature.
To find the FU-M toll, corresponding to full utilization of the HOT lane, we solve the following equation for c:
In this way, the inflow to the HOT lane, represented by the left-hand side of (9) , is the highest possible value for the given demand level without exceeding bottleneck capacity, represented by the right-hand side, based on expected demand.
The FU-DM toll uses the FU-M toll as a basis; let − ( ) represent this toll (the solution to equation (9)). This toll is modified based on the number of vehicles in the HOT lane. If higher than the "target" full-utilization value 0 , the HOT lane has too many vehicles, and the toll will be increased; if the number of vehicles on the HOT lane is lower than this target value, additional vehicles can be allowed on without causing a queue and the toll will be decreased. Mathematically, the FU-DM toll − is given by equation (10):
where  is a parameter which must be calibrated.
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Finally, the FU-PI toll is calculated as in equation (11):
Note that the only difference between the FU-M and FU-PI toll is that the former is calculated using the expected demand (from equation 9), while the latter is calculated using the realized demand value (from equation 11).
Performance Metrics
In order to evaluate the facility performance under the proposed pricing schemes, six 
where is the total number of traveling vehicles and is the total number of traveling occupants. The (random) revenue is given by:
The focus of this work is incorporating the role of demand uncertainty; therefore we compute the following six performance measures to evaluate the HOT facility:
Expected APTT (E[APTT]) 2. Standard deviation of APTT (S[APTT]) 3. Expected AVTT (E [AVTT]) 4. Standard deviation of AVTT (S [AVTT]) 5. Expected revenue (E [R]) 6. Standard deviation of revenue (S [R])
Each of these performance metrics is calculated based on a random sample of demand scenarios. The measures will help illustrate the impact of demand uncertainty on the HOT lane facility under the proposed lane choice model and pricing schemes.
IMPLEMENTATION
The system described above is implemented in a simulation program written in C, based on K scenarios generated using Monte Carlo sampling. This simulation performs the following steps:
1. Initialize sample set: set k = 0. 5. Calculate lane choice probability using the lane choice mappings described by (1) 6. Propagate flow, updating upstream counts using (3) and (4), and updating downstream counts using (5).
7. Update statistics (lane group travel time, revenue, and other metrics)
8. If t < T, increment t and return to step 3. Otherwise, go to step 9.
9. If k < K, increment k and return to step 2. Otherwise, terminate.
Note that our model recalculates the toll at every time step. Thus, the time step should be adjusted based on the temporal resolution of input data, the desired response rate, and any regulatory constraints on how frequently the toll can be changed. In our numerical analyses the time step is set to one minute.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The results presented in this section are based on the facility depicted in Figure 1 10 km and the free flow speed is 100 km/h. The expected demand profile (provided in Table   1 ) is chosen such that the LOV demand exceeds the GP lane capacity and a queue is formed at the bottleneck. The VOT distribution for single-occupant vehicles is the Burr distribution described in Section 3 with parameter  =2, and the median VOT is assumed to be 15$/hour. The focus of this work is the impact of demand uncertainty on the performance of the HOT facility under various tolling schemes, therefore the demand is assumed to be a Normal random variable, and a range of uncertainty levels are considered. The level of uncertainty is described by the coefficient of variation, CV=. In addition to analyzing the HOT lane facility under various pricing scenarios, results are also provided for the base case where all lanes are GP, and the HOV case where only HOV and transit users use the managed lane.
Parameter Calibration
A calibration process is needed for the fixed and FU-DM tolling schemes to determine the optimal fixed toll value and DM parameter, respectively, under given demand scenarios.
In addition to identifying the optimal toll for a range of demand distributions, we also explore the robustness of the two tolling methods (fixed and FU-DM) to the chosen parameter by evaluating the performance in terms of E[APTT] for a selection of pre-specified fixed tolls and DM parameters. In this section we present analysis which reveals the optimal fixed toll (see Figure 2 ) and sensitivity to pre-specified fixed toll values (see Figure 3 ) for a range of uncertainty levels. We also present the optimal DM parameter (see Figure 4 ) and sensitivity to pre-defined DM parameters (see Figure 5 ) for a range of uncertainty levels. .
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Fixed toll calibration and sensitivity

Figure 2 Facility Performance for a range of fixed tolls under prespecified demand distributions
Based on Figure 2 , the fixed tolls behave similarly across distributions. A toll=$0 results in the highest E[APTT], followed by a general decrease in E[APTT] until an optimal toll is reached, and then a steady increase in E[APTT] as the toll is increased above the optimal value. However, the optimal fixed toll value in terms of minimizing E[APTT] varies depending on the level of uncertainty, with higher uncertainty corresponding to higher optimal tolls. The E[APTT] corresponding to the optimal toll also increases with the uncertainty level. For the deterministic demand and CVs below 50% the optimal toll is the same, and equal to $7.50, however the corresponding E[APTT] increases from 10.67 min at the deterministic case, to 11.56 min for a CV of 50%. When the CV is 60% the optimal fixed As revealed in Figure 2 , the optimal toll value is dependent on the realized demand distribution. However, the future demand profile cannot be known with certainty at the time the tolls are set, therefore the chosen toll value should be robust to fluctuations in demand. To evaluate the robustness of the fixed tolling scheme to future demand variability, the optimal toll values from Figure 2 are evaluated under a range of demand scenarios. This analysis is presented in Figure 3 . Figure 3 Facility Performance for pre-specified fixed tolls as the level of uncertainty increases Figure 3 suggests fixed tolls are relatively robust to variation in demand. As expected, the lower toll of $7.50, which is optimal for lower CVs, performs better than the higher toll of $11.25, until the CV exceeds 60%. Above 60% CV the higher toll outperforms the lower toll, with a maximum difference in E[APTT] of 90 sec. For all levels of uncertainty, as the parameter increases from zero, the E[APTT] decreases until reaching an optimal parameter value which varies between (0,0.12) depending on the level of uncertainty, then steadily increases as the parameter is increased beyond its optimal value. The optimal DM parameter increases as the CV increases, as does the corresponding E[APTT]; the E[APTT] corresponding to the optimal parameter varies from 9.08 min for a deterministic demand to 11.92 for 80%. When the uncertainty is high (CV=80%), the prescheduled option (=0) performs worse than FU-DM tolling under all other parameter values evaluated. However, when the uncertainty is modest (CV=20%), the performance of the prescheduled option (=0) is nearly optimal, and noticeably better than the over-reacting option with =0.5. Therefore, it cannot be taken for granted that a real-time system will perform better than a pre-scheduled one. A similar sensitivity analysis is conducted for the DM parameter as was done for the fixed tolls to evaluate the robustness of the FU-DM tolling scheme to future variability in demand. Figure 5 illustrates the optimal DM parameter values from Figure 4 evaluated under a range of demand scenarios. 
Real time toll calibration and sensitivity
Comparison of various tolling schemes under demand uncertainty
The performance of each tolling scheme under varying levels of uncertainty for a normal demand distribution is illustrated in Figures 6 . For the analysis presented the fixed toll and the DM parameters are optimized for each level of uncertainty. Figure 6 Facility Performance for Base, HOV, and tolling schemes Fixed, FU-M, FU-DM, and FU-PI tolls under varying levels of uncertainty for a normal demand distribution
From Figure 6 it is apparent that the expected performance in terms of APTT remains nearly constant unless demand uncertainty is very high (CV > 50%). The performance of the real- For the three full-utilization tolling schemes, the tolls vary dynamically over the course of the peak travel period, and are calculated as described in section 3.2. Figure 7 shows the TRB 2014 Annual Meeting Paper revised from original submittal. It can be seen that the pre-scheduled FU-M tolls are fairly well behaved, the real-time FU-DM exhibit slightly more frequent changes, while following the demand on a minute-byminute basis leads to very substantial volatility. It is not at all clear whether ~10$ and ~three-fold changes in the toll from one minute to the next can be acceptable in real-world scenarios.
The GP travel time under all tolling schemes is almost indistinguishable, with a maximum difference on 1.7 minutes. In contrast the HOT travel time is substantially higher under FU-M tolls compared with FU-DM tolls, with a maximum difference of 3.5 minutes.
Additionally, both FU-M and FU-DM tolls result in relatively unstable HOT travel times, although they behave similarly. For the FU-PI tolls the HOT lane travel time is stable and minimized at 6 minutes, as would be expected. HOT travel time under the FU-DM tolls can be up to 8 minutes, but is able to achieve a travel time of 6 minutes at various points in time.
The HOT FU-M toll are often 2-3 minutes higher than under FU-DM tolls, and increase to 10.5 minutes at one point.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we study HOT tolling schemes under demand uncertainty. We focus on noncorrelated day-to-day demand uncertainties, which we model by considering the number of arrivals in each minute as independent random variable with known distribution and time-ofday dependent mean. The performance model for a given demand realization is deterministic, thus allowing identification of ideal tolls, as a reference for the performance of other schemes.
In the studied scenario, the base case (without managed lanes) and the HOV option have similar expected performance. The results show that a fixed toll can achieve about two thirds of the benefit of an ideal HOT system. The performance of a pre-scheduled toll system is between the fixed toll and the ideal system: closer to the ideal when the coefficient of variation is below 40%, and closer to the fixed toll otherwise. A relatively simple real-time TRB 2014 Annual Meeting Paper revised from original submittal.
system, with density-based linear adjustment to the pre-scheduled toll, has practically equivalent performance to the ideal system.
In conclusion, this study proposed and evaluated various tolling methods on a simple facility with stochastic demand, a single downstream bottleneck, and a known VOT distribution. Expanding the analysis to a more complex facility, such as including on-ramps and off-ramps, incorporating travel time reliability, adding operational considerations such as traffic monitoring, exploring the sensitivity of the model to errors in input data, and empirically estimating VOT distributions among HOT-lane drivers are all planned extensions of this research.
